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Book by Diagram Group

This is a great book if you are a pre-med major. It has helped me with my chemistry and I know I'll

be using it for physics. The seller sent it to me right away and it was easy to do business with them.

What is awesome about this book is it is pocket sized, so you can put in a pocket in your book bag

and not be lugging around a heavy book. A must for anyone in science or any health major.

ok

We had one - but lost it - and went out and bought the same again. Need I say more? Small (maybe

too small for some users), nice simple layout, every kind of conversion we need. Includes several

odd measurements as well as UK/US standards + metrics.

This is the greatest little book of measurements, conversions and easy to understand formulas. It is

great for everyone in the family. This is a great reference book.



Every household should have this book. I find myself using it lots in the kitchen as I still have

English cookbooks alongside American ones.Not only is this useful for drug conversions when

travelling but perfect also where weights and sizes vary. Don't get me started on UK Imperial

measurements. Even living in the UK I thought they were a nightmare. For example, if a doctor tells

you you weigh 146lbs, he won't say 146lbs. (Makes too much sense). He'll say 10st 6lbs. Or if in a

pub if you order a half pint it's only 10 oz. (Not the same as an American beer can which is 12oz.

I've seen near physical altercations over that one)! Or what if your friend in France asks if you want

the temp turned down to 21 and you already break out your ski parka to get ready. He meant 21

Celsius which is about 70 degrees F--69.8 to be exact).Imperial measurements don't make any

sense, I know, but blame one of the kings many, many years ago when weight was actually

measured according to that of actual stones.This is also perfect for any science student as all

scientific measurements are in metric.I actually own 2 of these tiny books as I travel a lot for my job

and can easily stash it in my bag. Goes everywhere with me. These would make a great gift for

anyone as so useful for everything! Love it.

This is greatest reference ever! I carry it with me everyday at school and it helps me with Geometry,

Chemistry, and Physics. Its compact size makes it the ideal pocket refernce!

this book is great it is a little out of date it does not indlude metric prefixes yotta,zetta,yocto, and

zepto, it is a very good book for anyone who needs a pocket guide in math

This book along with "Measure for Measure" make a great pair.Good reference for the home (and

briefcase) library.
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